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Summary
Seeking a management position in the "front of the house" of a restaurant or other 
food- or non-food-related establishment. I contribute to the bottom line by building 
relationships and thereby increasing both team and brand loyalty. My engaging 
personality, attention to details (while seeing the big picture), staff-leading ability, 
client-service orientation, and multi-tasking capabilities are some of the keys to my 
proven success.

My corporate background has given me an appreciation of policies and procedures, 
while many other life experiences have taught me to be resourceful and flexible. With 
a “can do” attitude, sincerely gracious hospitality is what I wrap around great cuisine.

Specialties
Communicating, Customer/Client/Guest Service, Analyzing & Improving Systems, 
Staff Training & Development, Branding/Identity Marketing. My brand: "Mr. 
Hospitality"/"Mister Hospitality."
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Experience
Hospitality Manager, Maitre d', Restaurant Manager, Host, Floor Manager, 
Team Leader, Shift Manager at Actively seeking New Customer Service 
Manager Role
2012 - Present
I am currently interviewing restaurant owners and general managers—waiting to find 
just the right fit—so that I can sink my teeth into a project in which I believe and for 
which I can make a difference, by adding my value package of skills & attributes. Feel 
free to contact me for an informational conversation, about how I can both make you 
money and help you sleep at night!

Manager at Nauna's Bella Casa
January 2006 - December 2009 (4 years)
I love food and I love service. I've dined around the world and I know what I like (to 
have/make happen). So I hopped, skipped & jumped back and forth through two 
dining rooms, coordinating efficient & caring timing & delivery, as well as preventing &
rectifying problems, in the service of hungry people who would like to feel special 
during their dining experience.

I was the "maitre d'" for this busy, casual fine dining restaurant. I trained and led the 
team. I was also the Marketing guy (always thinking!) and the PR person (all around 
town!). I was the wine steward. I was the photographer and the website designer, 
too. I was a working manager and utility player! Did you like to talk? Listen? I could 
do those, too. Patrons felt truly appreciated.

The owner is back in house, again, after some of his side projects were completed; we
still have a great relationship. [See the next listing.]

Designer & Webmaster at naunasbellacasa.com
2007 - 2015 (9 years)
I created this site soon after I joined the restaurant management team, and still 
maintain it & update it as one of the many marketing efforts (e.g. "social  
media/networking") that I continue for the owners of Nauna's Bella Casa.

Now customers can read descriptions of the restaurant, with information about parties
& catering; get driving directions; see photographs of the dining rooms & happy 
customers; find links to reviews; and be looking at up-to-the-minute menus, when 
they call to order! Furthermore, our staffers save so much time, each and every day, 
not having to read—or worse, fax—the menu out to callers, anymore!
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Founder at Northern NJ Professionals in Transition
2009 - Present (7 years)
Internet-based discussion forum and information archive for career-changers, and 
those either un- or under-employed. Another volunteer activity, I made this outlet to 
serve a larger geographic area than many of the hyper-local in-person support & 
training associations in the region, after the committees of both the Montclair and 
Maplewood/South Orange groups chose me to manage their LinkedIn Groups.

Administrator & Moderator at West Orange Watercooler
2003 - Present (13 years)
Online discussion group, for conversations about our town. I start topics and gently 
(yet firmly) guide the ensuing deluge of responses. Over seven years old, now 
hundreds of town residents are sharing news, information and opinions, about dozens 
of topics, at any time!

Freelance Photographer at The Montclair Times
2002 - 2016 (14 years)
Cover community events both on assignment from editors and as an enterprise 
journalist. Also creator of “Where in Montclair?” – a popular town-wide pictorial 
guessing-game column. 

Freelance Publicist at Self-Employed
1996 - 2006 (10 years)
I worked mainly for two marketing agencies. One was oriented around restaurants, 
food & beverages, and chefs & cookbook authors. The other specialized in the 
performing (e.g., music & dance) arts.

Cultivating relationships and coordinating the placement of editorial content in print & 
electronic media outlets, I tenaciously garnered exposure for clients, building 
awareness of and business for many companies.

PC Support Coordinator at Salomon Brothers Inc, and Salomon Inc
1986 - 1996 (10 years)
I first started in "Data Communications," there -- it was the beginning of the end of 
the IBM mainframe era. PCs and distributed computing came into heavy business use,
and we networked them with Novell Netware, then Windows, etc., to intranets and the
Internet.

I "touched base, interfaced, and managed expectations;" determined the scope and 
budgets of projects; purchased hardware and installed software; assembled teams of 
appropriate vendors and other necessary players.

For a long time catering to the internal trading floor customers, I then transferred to 
support the developers. The firm's data center was in NJ; that's why I moved to this 
side of the river.



✔

56 people have recommended Raymond on LinkedIn!

"I have known Raymond for almost 10 years, reaching back to when he and I 
managed an online community forum of general interest for professionals and families
in Northern New Jersey. I have also had the pleasure of benefiting from Raymond's 
unique and authentic ability to make people feel comfortable and at ease. I believe his
gifts as a wry and warmly humorous commentator combine well with his very human 
urge to ensure those around him are feeling safe, secure and satisfied to make 
Raymond an ideal addition to all manner of professional and services management 
team."
— Thom Kennon, SVP Director of Strategy, Y&R, was a customer of Raymond’s, at 
Nauna’s Bella Casa

"Raymond is a wonderful presence in a customer facing industry and would be a value
added staff member for any similar opportunity. We've experienced his results on 
numerous occasions and have never been disappointed."
— Jon Bonesteel, was a customer of Raymond's at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"Raymond does many things wonderfully - he has great imagination, terrific computer
skills (including all things having to do with the web and blogging), as well as 
exceptional warmth and poise. He also has an exceptional work ethic - he can get the 
big things done without ever losing sight of the details."
— Barry Lenson, Executive Editor, Trump University, was a customer of Raymond’s, 
at Nauna’s

"Through his expert organization, Raymond helped us deliver an excellent social event
at Nauna's Restaurant. He made sure our food was served on time and that the wait 
staff took great care of us. He was always "the face" of that restaurant - and it was 
good to know that if we needed anything that Raymond would make sure our requests
were met. Raymond knows how to make guests feels special. Naoma Welk"
— Naoma Welk, President/Owner of Welk Ink, was Raymond's customer, at Nauna’s

"I have had an opportunity to experience Raymond's expertise in customer service at 
Nauna's Restaurant. No matter how busy the tables, Raymond made every customer 
feel like a VIP regular. His attentive management of the wait staff also added to the 
pleasant dining experience. Raymond’s intuitive flair for superior front-end service, 
quick wit, and fresh perspective would be an asset in any business looking to attract 
new customers and retain their client base."
— Nancy Klein, Public Relations and Communications Consultant, was Raymond's 
customer, at Nauna’s
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"My family and I went to Nauna's Bella Casa and saw Raymond in action, greeting 
customers warmly, managing the staff for efficiency, taking photographs for 
scrapbooks, and sincerely thanking myself and other customers for our patronage. He 
is an excellent manager. We have returned to Nauna's Bella Casa because of 
Raymond's welcoming service and team leadership. Therefore I feel very comfortable 
endorsing Raymond Helfrich."
— Rosemary Kesic, Registered Nurse, St. Luke's/Roosevelt Hospital Center, was a 
customer of Raymond’s at Nauna's Bella Casa

"Raymond sets the standard for a hospitality manager. He is outgoing, detail oriented,
customer focused and thoughtful. I first met Raymond at Nauna's when he managed 
the front of the house. I frequently came in with two toddlers, one of whom had a 
food allergy. Raymond understood her dietary issue and always made sure that extra 
precautions were taken with her food. He also managed to get the kids' food on the 
table in minutes so we could keep them happy. Any restaurant would be lucky to have
him in the front of the house."
— Gretchen Godwin, VP Corporate and Leadership Communication, Merrill Lynch, 
was a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna's

"Raymond is a warm individual, good with details and very good at networking. He 
uses discretion with sensitive information and, in his soft spoken way, commands the 
respect of his co-workers and peers. I believe that Raymond would be an asset to any
business that may be lucky enough to have him."
— Cheryl Spinelli, Owner, Church Street Catering, was a customer of Raymond’s at 
Nauna's Bella Casa

"I got to know Ray at Nauna's Bella Casa, where my family and I were, and continue 
to be, frequent customers. I have rarely been to a restaurant that had a better, more 
personable manager than Ray. He always remembered our names and what our 
preferences were. He went out of his way to make customers feel like they were 
special, that the entire restaurant was happy they were there. Ray also seemed to 
know how to strike a balance in managing the employees so that they were highly 
attentive without being stressed out. The economy is bad and every business, but 
especially restaurants, have been forced to cut back. We still go to and enjoy Nauna's,
but we really miss Ray's presence. If you are a restaurant looking for someone who 
your customers and employees will love, bring Ray on board."
— Scott Novak, Owner, SKN Hospitality, LLC, was Raymond's client at Nauna’s Bella 
Casa

"Raymond brought a wonderful touch of class and a joie de vivre to his position as 
Maitre D' at Nauna's in Montclair. I certainly felt welcomed with warmth and a natural 
host ambience. It contributed to my dining experience at one of my favorite 
restaurants."
— Dickson Lane, Principal Learning Officer at Express Lane, was Raymond's 
customer at Nauna’s 



"Every time that I remember my experiences of having lunch or dinner at Nauna’s 
Restaurant, Raymond comes to my mind. He is the kind of person who can greet you 
by your name and give you all the information that you may need to make your 
lunch/dinner experience in Nauna’s a memorable one. I love dining out locally in 
Montclair, and this place is one of my favorites—and of course, Raymond’s managerial
skills are part of why Nauna’s Restaurant is so popular in town!"
— Jose German, Financial and Business Consultant, was a customer of Raymond's at
Nauna’s Bella Casa

"We met Raymond when he was the manager of Nauna's Bella Casa restaurant in 
Montclair, NJ. He was the perfect person for that job! He was highly professional, 
loved his job and that was demonstrated in many ways. He made everyone that 
entered that restaurant feel immediately at home, "walked" you through the entire 
menu while making excellent suggestions, and overall, made it a very delightful and 
fun evening. He is a natural in his field and if I owned a restaurant, I would hire him 
in a New York minute! Jeanne and Lenny Andriuzzi"
— Jeanne Andriuzzi, Owner, ByGone Days, Inc., was a customer of Raymond’s at 
Nauna's Bella Casa

"As VP of Programs for Women in Communications, Northern NJ, we frequently chose 
Nauna's as the location for Board and Program Committee meetings largely because 
of the attentiveness and service. Ray always showed us the greatest hospitality and 
attended to our every need. His warm personality was welcome, and he always 
created a fun and celebratory atmosphere. I recommend him highly."
— Laurel Weber Snyder, Owner of Well Spoken, was a customer of Raymond’s, at 
Nauna’s

"I have had the pleasure of being greeted and hosted by Raymond at Nauna's Bella 
Casa in Montclair. He spoke knowledgeably about the menu, gladly answered my 
party's questions and provided extremely helpful advice, and graciously continued to 
check on us during our entire time there. He made our special evening out even more 
enjoyable, and I appreciated his thoughtful service. I am glad to recommend 
Raymond and know that he will be an asset to any organization."
— Belinda Loh, Senior Director of School Marketing at Kindermusik International, 
was Raymond's client at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"Raymond is an excellent host who provides a personal touch. He is able to develop 
great relationships with customers, even in a busy environment. His leadership and 
care of restaurant staff ensures a pleasant experience for customers on each and 
every visit. He would be a valuable asset in any hospitality
environment."
— Rich Pilsbury, Director, Project Management at Wyeth, was a customer of 
Raymond’s at Nauna's

(continued on next pages)



"As a customer of Nauna's Bella Casa, I had the pleasure of being greeted and hosted 
by Raymond Helfrich. He was friendly, helpful and knowledgeable about the 
restaurant's offerings. He made great suggestions about what to order on the menu 
given our likes, dislikes and personal dietary needs. The experience left me with a 
special relationship as a customer. You are more than a name or number. You are 
treated more like a good friend and highly valued customer. Raymond is customer 
focused and very personable. His work on their website shows me that he is a gifted 
and talented individual who does what it takes to get the job done right. In addition, 
his active involvement with online communities like the Yahoo Group MtcWatercooler 
shows how much he cares about individuals and the community as a whole. I highly 
recommend Raymond to anyone who is considering him for their team."
— John Chin, Marketing Manager at Verizon Wireless, was Raymond's client at 
Nauna’s Bella Casa

"I met Raymond at Nauna's in Montclair. As the Manager of the establishment, he 
made the experience soar to levels that kept us coming back for more. I'd definitely 
recommend Raymond to anyone who is looking for someone who can add character, 
knowledge, and expertise to a business that can benefit from his personal touch!"
— James Savage, Senior Account Executive, Clients First Business Solutions, was a 
customer of Raymond’s at Nauna's Bella Casa

"Raymond is both gracious and personable, a perfect combination for anyone working 
as an organization's public representative. He is also well known locally through his 
community activities (particularly in supporting the arts), establishing a wide network 
of friends and contacts."
— Jim Kvoriak, Solution Consultant, Xactly Corporation, was a customer of 
Raymond’s at Nauna's 

"Raymond is one of the most knowledgeable people I have met in over 20 years. His 
personality brings joy to everyone he meets. I frequented Nauna’s and became 
friendly with him after the 2nd or 3rd visit. We happen to be the same age and we 
started talking about music, lifestyles, and what we did years ago. Then our 
conversations grew into the topics of today, such as politics, economics, and the 
environment; no matter the topic we were able to find a way of having a meaningful 
conversation. I would consider him a friend, and as the days go by and through the 
use of the internet, we have become closer and closer. There was one particular 
conversation that comes to mind; it was a basic business topic of how do you know in 
what direction you should focus your career. It was exceptionally rewarding because 
he and I are people who respect others’ opinions and although we do not agree on 
everything there is certainly a strong base from which to work. If I were starting a 
business, Raymond is definitely someone with whom I would discuss my ideas. 
Sometimes it is hard to make new friends, but because of his genuine personality, in 
this case, it just felt natural."
— Teddy Bomzer, Facilitator of Professional Service Group in West Caldwell, NJ, New
Jersey Department of Labor, was Raymond's customer at Nauna’s Bella Casa



"I have been privileged to have known Raymond for some twelve years now, and was 
pleased to see him apply his intelligence and creativity to an area that often doesn't 
get that much attention, that of restaurant manager. His flair with web site design and
deployment naturally blended with his locally renowned photography to provide a very
pleasant area of the Nauna's website, a very nice touch, especially as patrons
could contribute their own photos. In the dining room, Raymond commanded the 
respect of the wait staff and kitchen, and eased the workflow during busy times; when
the situation was more placid, he was known to schmooze with the clientele, to 
mutual enjoyment. He's one in a million."
— Bill Nigh, Content Creator and Technical Writer, was Raymond's client at Nauna’s

"I highly recommend Ray for a front end position in the Restaurant / Hospitality 
Industry. He treated us like friends / family while at Nauna's. This was because we 
were "friends / family"... He will be an asset to his next endeavor. Cheers, Kevin"
— Kevin Courtney, Vice President of Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing, 
HighPoint Solutions, was a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna's Bella Casa

"Raymond is a consummate professional. He makes every visit to Nauna's a wonderful
experience. He's attentive to every detail, knows when to give you space so that you 
and your dining companion(s) have privacy but is there when you need something, as
if by magic. His former fast paced demanding Wall Street job shows in his care of 
business/demanding customers and his attitude that customer satisfaction is the
number one priority. Wall Street's loss ~ Nauna's gain!"
— Pat Gilleran, Marketing Specialist at Siemens Hearing Instruments, was 
Raymond's client at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"Raymond is a very pleasant and helpful greeter/manager/doer at Nauna's - one of 
our favorite restaurants in Montclair - the Montclair Lions Club meets there every 
other Wednesday - our Red Hat society chapter - Mad Caps of Montclair has been 
there. He helps the wait staff when necessary and is very attentive to customers 
needs. Plus - very engaging and pleasant - funny too!"
— Adriana O'Toole, Broker/Owner, Montclair Realty, was a customer of Raymond’s 
at Nauna's Bella Casa 

"Raymond is a natural at his work, the rare happy marriage between a man and his 
chosen career. I watched him at Nauna's, where he easily handled the large and 
somewhat unruly group I brought, and routinely turned drop-ins into regulars; one 
time a guy stopped by because his car needed a boost and by the time he left had 
booked a dinner for his business, almost solely because of Raymond's people skills 
and how he made everyone feel welcome. Any restaurant that snaps him up will be 
very lucky."
— Martin Golan, Editor at Reuters, was a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna’s 

(continued on next pages)



"It is very rare for me to take the time to write a letter such as this one. Although 
there are times when you are so impressed with a person’s professionalism, so aware 
of their easygoing & genuine nature and so moved by their knowledge of the food 
being offered, that I feel compelled to acknowledge his skills and expertise.  

Raymond Helfrich is an extraordinary person, with all of those talents. 

Whenever we were able to steal a little time to go out for a meal, I was always 
pleased to find him at the front of the restaurant. He is truly sincere in his enthusiasm
when he sees you and I always felt better about going out, when we saw him at the 
door. He is pleasant yet professional, always with an interesting story or item to tell 
us that made us smile. He has a quick wit and knows just how much humor is 
appropriate. By the time we were seated at our table… we all were smiling! Raymond 
is also extremely knowledgeable about the food. He describes the food with finesse, 
and we were always eager to order more food once he had thoroughly described it! I 
noticed many times that he seemed to be on top of everything that was going on. He 
was watching the staff, keeping everything moving like clockwork… he was directing 
not only the employees, but maintaining the flow of clients coming in and going out—
food delivery and staff professionalism. When he thanked us for coming—we truly 
were happy that we chose Nauna’s! 

He is an asset to any establishment in that he is the first person you see when you 
arrive and the last person you see when you leave... with an honest smile every time!  

It is a pleasure for me to recommend Raymond highly for any position that he takes 
on; I am confident that he would be a valuable team-leader for any restaurant!  

Sincerely, Amy Wax"
— Amy Wax, Architectural Color Consultant, and Owner, Your Color Source Studios, 
Inc., was a customer of Raymond’s, at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"It has been my pleasure to work with Raymond on my TV shows in Montclair. I 
originally met Raymond when he was employed at Nauna's Bella Casa. He is the 
consummate professional, very detail oriented and charming. That says a lot, since 
working with the public can be difficult. He is much missed as a manager there. I 
recommend Raymond for management positions, PR work and photography. He was 
one of the rare photographers who managed to get wonderful shots of me to use on 
The Buzz and Robin's Nest. He would make a wonderful addition to any organization. 
It is rare to find someone so talented and engaging."
— Robin Woods, Executive Producer / Host of TV34/Verizon FIOS "THE BUZZ", was a
client of Raymond’s, at Nauna’s Bella Casa

(continued on next pages)



"Raymond is an outstanding professional who will not only help in existing business 
and management, but bring in new business. His personality and human behavioral 
skills allow him to work the dining room at Naunas Bella Casa like the professional he 
is. I have seen him in action when dining at Naunas over a dozen times and he has 
complete control over the entire wait staff and dining floor. Raymond is a confident 
person who is well educated and informed about the total dining experience. Raymond
is the person you want to hire to have your dining establishment recognized and 
adored."
— John Irwin, Department Head, Access Services and Ph.D. Candidate at Seton Hall 
University, was a customer of Raymond’s, at Nauna’s

"Raymond is a great worker and wonderful personality......made every experience at 
Nauna's restaurant enjoyable and every consultation valuable and productive. Advised
me on my successful run for Montclair public office which I won in 2012 as 
Councilman at Large and now Deputy Mayor. I highly recommend Raymond for any 
leadership or communications role in any organization!"
— Bob Russo, Former Mayor; currently Elected Council-member at Large... Montclair
Township, NJ, and Adjunct Professor at Montclair State University, was a customer of 
Raymond’s, at Nauna’s Bella Casa
 

"I've known Raymond for several years and have always been impressed with his 
ability to build connections among people from various backgrounds. He knows how to
find the common ground and make it comfortable for people to interact with one 
another. He's quick to anticipate needs and meet them effectively and he's very tuned
in to his surroundings. Before you think to ask, he's already taken care of it. These 
are perfect talents for a master hospitality professional. I recommend him highly for 
this role."
— Lynn McFarlane, Award-winning Marketing and Public Relations Executive at 
Rutgers—The State University of New Jersey, was a customer of Raymond’s at 
Nauna’s Bella Casa

(continued on next pages)



"Raymond knew well so many of the customers who dined at Nauna's Bella Casa. He 
cared about all the customers and remembered their likes, dislikes and food allergies. 
As Front of the House Manager, he empowered his staff to use their best judgment 
and encouraged customers to speak up if there was ever any issue with their meal or 
the service. Raymond would always resolve that situation with a caring personal 
touch. He always had a friendly smile and ensured that his customers had the best 
dining experience. Raymond is a highly effective communicator & team leader, and in 
all ways, "Mr. Hospitality"!"
— Lori Sternthal, Senior Business Analyst & Project Manager, was a customer of 
Raymond’s at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"Raymond is an outstanding Hospitality Manager. There was a favorite restaurant of 
ours, (Nauna's), that when greeted by Raymond, made it an important experience! He
helped organize a wonderful Birthday event for my wife Lois, and helped make it even
more memorable!"  

— Joel Zimmer, Owner of national product development, marketing and sales 
company, was a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna’s Bella Casa

"I met Raymond while dining at Nauna's Restaurant and he was an excellent 
manager. Always going out of his way to make sure my friends and I were happy and 
enjoying our evening. I can't recommend him highly enough. He has wonderful 
customer service skills and would be a fabulous asset to any restaurant."  

— Gerri Leventhal, Real estate broker, author and trainer with a background in 
property management consulting, was a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna’s

(continued on next pages)
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"I am pleased to be acquainted with Raymond Helfrich—through both various in-
person groups and the online NNJ-PIT that he founded & moderates, in order to help 
others—and I find his personality to be charismatic & concerned. He has the real gift 
of warm hospitality and he engages everyone that he encounters; he has excellent 
communication skills and a good sense of humor, too. His diverse background
demonstrates his varied mix of skills & his flexibility, and this community-minded 
individual is clearly creative as well. He would surely be an asset to any team that he 
is part of or any team that he leads. I look forward to experiencing him in action at a 
venue that would definitely benefit from his intelligence, his work ethic, and his 
sincerity."
— Mary Conte, RN, Midpoint Health Care Services, Inc., was a client of Raymond’s at
Northern NJ Professionals in Transition

"I first met Raymond, at both Job Seekers of Montclair and Maplewood/South Orange 
Professionals in Transition meetings, a few months ago. He made me, and everyone 
else in these groups, feel very welcomed. He is a very caring person who is genuinely 
interested in helping all who are in employment transition. If someone is having an 
especially difficult time, he reaches out to them to lend an ear and also to offer
technical support. He has great people skills, and his work ethic regarding NNJ_PIT is 
unmatchable. I would highly recommend Raymond for any customer-focused position 
that he would want to pursue."
— Pasqualin ("Pat") Stochlinski, CPP, Certified Purchasing Professional and 
Maintenance Administrator, was Raymond’s client at Northern NJ Professionals in 
Transition

"Raymond is an astute, choice, and selfless networker / communicator. No matter the 
topic, no matter the industry, no matter the hobby, he will search diligently for you 
(whether or not you anticipate it). In that, he not only is an asset for whatever 
industry he chooses (particularly in the restaurant hospitality), he also brings a levity, 
diligence and perseverance in assisting you with your goals - be they personal or 
professional.

The question is never how can you help him, but rather, how can he help you? He has
your interests in mind. Raymond can help you in more ways than you would ever 
realize. Truly a master communicator, colleague, and dare I say friend. (And I don't 
use those words lightly.) An asset to ANYONE. YOU need him on YOUR team."
— Marco E. Navarro, P.E., PTOE, Principal Engineer at Jen Electric Inc., was a client
of Raymond’s at Northern NJ Professionals in Transition

(continued on next pages)



"Raymond is THE person to know in my North Jersey job market. He warmly 
welcomed me to the Jobseekers of Montclair in person meetings (he’s also the 
manager of their LinkedIn Group as well as the manager of the LinkedIn Group for the
Maplewood in person meeting that he also facilitates, and which I've attended, at his 
invitation) and he has now become a friend as well as an ally. His large network—
which he freely offers to share with others—is an invaluable asset for any person in 
transition. He is knowledgeable about others to connect with and you can trust that he
will point you in the right direction. He knows of not only all the career & business 
networking events (and shares them with the online conversation forum that he 
started and keeps adding lots of good information to), but he has the pulse of our 
local social scene as well, for all kinds of events both large and small. Knowledgeable, 
generous with his time, and exceptionally helpful are the three attributes I appreciate 
most about Raymond. He lives up to his moniker, Mr. Hospitality, with his outgoing 
nature and friendly service—he goes out of his way to help!"
— Kim Dibdin, CAPM, Project Coordinator - Executive Assistant, was Raymond’s 
client at Northern NJ Professionals in Transition

"I'm convinced Raymond is Superman: his email responses are faster than a speeding
bullet and his words are more powerful than a locomotive! He's a quick yet deep 
thinker, personable, insightful, and driven to help you achieve your goals!"
— Sara Greenhouse, Writer, Editor, Photographer, & President of Generate Buzz, 
LLC, was a client of Raymond’s at Northern NJ Professionals in Transition

"Although we have not worked at the same company, I consider Raymond a colleague
in transition. If you know Raymond, he's got your back. In fact, he's got the back of 
over 3000 people at LinkedIn. I first met Raymond at the PSG group in West Caldwell 
and again at Jobseekers in Montclair. We met again at the NNJ_PIT where he is a co-
facilitator of the Maplewood Library Group. His comments and questions at 
presentations always added useful answers from the presenters. He is clearly a good 
leader, great presenter, empathetic soul with a great sense of humor who goes out of 
his way to help others both with making connections and with technical problems. If 
he doesn't have the answer, he'll get back to you with it. He is a wealth of information
for anyone in job transition, and his open, engaging, savvy personality would be an 
asset to any team."
— Deborah Graham, Graphic Designer, was a client of Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

(continued on next pages)



"I attended the big “Create Your Personal Brand” event, which Raymond Helfrich co-
produced, and had the pleasure of meeting him for the first time. Raymond is a 
consummate professional. As a volunteer, I worked closely with him, appreciating that
he not only explained what he wanted and how he wanted it, but also why—so I 
understood the consciousness & logic behind his attention to every detail. He shared 
his technical knowledge and savoir faire in order to make this sold out extravaganza a
success, and a success it was…. He also had great chemistry when, as M.C., he 
introduced the panel members and moderated the discussion, during the program. I 
would highly recommend Raymond, if you need assistance with an event, because of 
his knowledge and because he really gives his all to help; he has a good sense of 
humor, to make it all fun, too. You can sense it is coming straight from his heart, and 
that that is the only way he knows how to do anything!"
— Judy Ambrosio, Pharmaceutical Admin. Professional, was a client of Raymond’s at 
NNJ_PIT

"I attended "Creating Your Personal Brand" at the Roseland Library on October 28, 
2014. The entire event was well run and informative. Raymond Helfrich co-produced 
the event and was involved in every facet of it. I am sure the planning was lengthy & 
complex. He did a great job as emcee. He was very funny and kept his cool when 
some of the video equipment malfunctioned. His experience with the Job Seekers of 
Montclair and Maplewood PIT groups, and as Community Manager of NNJ_PIT, 
prepared him well for the evening. Now I know why he is known as Mr. Hospitality!"
— Kathy Pasquale, Software Quality Assurance Analyst, was a client of Raymond’s at
NNJ_PIT

"I am recommending Raymond Helfrich as a strong leader. He has created Northern 
NJ Professionals in Transition. He facilitates the in-person meetings at Maplewood 
Library. He brings in experts to speak to the group and he has created & shared a 
greatly-detailed PowerPoint presentation on how to use LinkedIn effectively."
— Lynne Gancy, Administrative Assistant at BASF, was a client of Raymond’s at 
NNJ_PIT

(continued on next pages)



"Tireless networker and communicator are the phrases that come to mind when I 
think of Raymond. I met him last year when I very tentatively attended my first NNJ 
PIT meeting. As the co-founder of the group, he put me at ease and facilitated 
introductions to ensure that not only I, but all attendees got the most benefit from the
meeting. Over the year that I have known him, he has demonstrated initiative, and 
strong leadership and networking skills, more often than not, and very generously, for
the benefit of someone else. As the community manager for the group, he finds and 
schedules speakers, constantly shares articles, upcoming event information, job 
search and related tips, links and webinars with members of NNJ PIT via two 
networking platforms. He even taught himself PowerPoint in order to put together a 
detailed LinkedIn presentation for the group! He is a passionate connector and 
communicator, and the heart of NNJ PIT, who always goes out of his way to help. 
Raymond would be an asset to any team."
— Trish DiPette, Strategic Licensing, Business Development and Marketing Executive
at Xcel Brands, Inc., was a client of Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

"I had the real honor and privilege of getting to personally experience Raymond's 
hospitality, charisma, and agile thinking in the event planning and technology arenas 
on 10/28/14! He was the charming and humorous MC and moderator for the Generate
Buzz LLC Panel Event: "Creating Your Personal Brand". I was one of the 
panelists/speakers and was lucky enough to have such an easy-going, knowledgeable 
collaborator helping us out! Raymond brings a wealth of knowledge and problem 
solving skills "to the table", making him a REAL asset at any venue and any project! I 
look forward to getting to work with him again and know that whoever does is lucky 
to cross paths with him!"
— Penina Rybak, Speaker | Author | Speech Therapist | Ed-Tech Consultant | iPad 
Evangelist | Curriculum Developer | Entrepreneur, was a collaborator of Raymond’s at 
NNJ_PIT

"I had the pleasure of meeting Raymond at a networking event last year in Northern 
NJ for professionals going through career transitions. It is wonderful to know that 
there are people out there who recognize that there are many experienced, intelligent,
hard-working people out there who still have something to give. Raymond's passion to
lead this effort - to encourage people who want to keep moving forward but might be 
struggling to convey that message on an individual basis - came through during the 
networking event. He made sure to introduce people to each other at the meeting. 
Attending this event ultimately led to a couple of opportunities, and I am very grateful
for Raymond's leadership efforts."
— Kenneth Felsher, Editor/Writer/Researcher/Industry Analyst, was a client of 
Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT



"Raymond Helfrich has been the backbone of the Northern NJ Professionals in 
Transition group for over 5 years. What started as a local library group for residents in
Maplewood, NJ to work together on their job, career and life transitions has 
blossomed into a community attended by individuals from various locations 
throughout North and Central New Jersey. 

Raymond sees Professionals in Transition serving many roles. He sees it for its 
educational value, which he continually promotes by networking, experiencing and 
convincing local job search experts to come to present at the twice a month Monday 
sessions. In turn, he looks to continually promote the presenters through social media
to members of the group and through his Linked In and Facebook sites. 

Raymond also realizes the value of community that the group serves. He is the first to
greet all new attendees. He will then quickly introduce a new attendee to other 
attendees he has met. Sometimes, he has not actually met the person until the 
meeting, but knows a great deal about them already through his connecting and 
exchanging information with them on Linked In. 

Above all, Raymond makes those in transition realize THEY ARE NOT ALONE. In 
addition to the group in Maplewood, he is constantly pointing out to those he meets 
other networking opportunities, whether they be job search groups, volunteer 
activities, community festivals, etc. To those who know him, we become surprised 
when we meet someone from the area, and they don't know Raymond. Shortly after 
meeting them, they are sure not to forget him. 

Raymond's sense of community extends beyond those in job search transition. He is 
very active in his home community of Montclair. You are sure to find him at almost 
any community event offering his time and talents. He also encourages everyone he 
meets to join the conversation, and contribute their thoughts and suggestions to help 
others. 

In his previous career, Raymond was a technology project manager. In his current 
career he has devoted his efforts to hospitality and customer service team leading. His
development and support of the Northern New Jersey Professionals in Transition has 
allowed him to display those talents at the highest levels."
— Tony Calabrese, Job Search/Life Coach and Acclimation Consultant, was a 
collaborator of Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

(continued on next pages)



"Raymond has put much work and enthusiasm into establishing NNJ_PIT as a vital and
effective group and gives the same passion to his connecting with others.

He is constant in his sharing and caring, and gives tremendous energy to support and 
propel others toward their goals. He deserves to be acknowledged for this and is truly 
worthy of the title 'Mr. Hospitality'!"
— Tom LaGreca, Art Director/Designer at Catch Some Creative, was a client of 
Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

"Raymond is a great social networker with lots of initiative and energy. For example, 
he established the Northern NJ Professionals in Transition Group because he saw a 
need for people to connect and share information. On a daily basis, he contributes 
content and material to threads on that forum. I especially liked his post about 
usability which said “A user interface is like a joke; if you have to explain it, it's 
probably not very good.” He easily connects with others inter-personally and is 
technically savvy, too. I totally agree with the pronouncement on LinkedIn located 
just above his name, stating that he is an active networker. Definitely someone you 
should reach out to and get to know. Raymond would be a great addition to any team 
that he joins or leads."
— John Chin, User Experience Manager, was a client of Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

"I came to meet Raymond through his work as a community manager in both 
Montclair and Maplewood. He demonstrated a unique ability to connect with peers, 
speakers and coaches, and to share information. Raymond took over a small library 
group, and grew it over months of dedication into a wide networking group welcoming
many expert speakers. He also established an online discussion forum to connect 
peers with counselors and coaches. I have found Raymond to be a very effective and 
energetic community manager who can always be counted on."
— Francoise Hautecler, Executive Assistant/Operations Assistant, Purchasing 
Manager, was a client of Raymond’s at NNJ_PIT

"For approximately the past 5 years, I have noticed and admired the adept verbal & 
written networking and social-networking skills of Raymond, at community events in 
northern NJ. Besides being a non-stop webmaster for a major networking entity, he is
also a truly quintessential networker. Continuously, Raymond rolls up his sleeves to 
assist totally new and veteran community networkers, alike, from several industries, 
to connect them with other worthwhile industry contacts, as well as with many 
noteworthy events. His quick wit and varied skills have attracted many professional 
alliances. Raymond would be a true business find for (or contributor to) many 
companies. "
— Margaret O'Brien, Sales Associate & Manager, was a client of Raymond’s at 
NNJ_PIT



✔

"During my role as Executive Director of the Montclair Food & Wine Festival I was 
fortunate enough to work with Raymond. Raymond was a wonderful addition to our 
team who worked tirelessly and long hours to help us run a successful event.

Raymond is a natural leader who the other volunteers looked up to and respected. He 
led the team of volunteers very professionally so everyone was clear of their roles on 
the night of the event. His diplomatic skills are a valuable asset. 

Also he worked hard before the event helping set everything up and worked long 
hours. Raymond brings a great perspective to the table. 

As well as being practical, Raymond is a strategic thinker who provided invaluable 
social media insight and advice. He was an integral part of the team from the start of 
the planning process. 

The Montclair Food & Wine Festival has been very lucky to have Mr. Hospitality as a 
volunteer! He truly is a pleasure to work with."
— Lisa Davies, Co-Owner & Founder of Montclair Culinary Academy; Executive 
Director of the Montclair Food & Wine Festival, was Raymond’s manager at MF&WF

"Raymond is exceptional in his ability to motivate, inspire and manage large teams. 
For example, for the Montclair Food & Wine Festival, Raymond recruited dozens of 
volunteers for roles to which they were best suited, and also made sure that they had 
the information and resources they needed to be most helpful. He was tireless in 
making sure that patrons were pleased during their visit while also ensuring that we 
were enjoying our experience, too. Raymond is amazing at keeping everyone 
connected to the common cause. Plus, he did this for all four nights of this year's 
Festival (which also included months of planning). I'm already looking forward to 
volunteering for next year's Montclair Food & Wine Festival!"
— Vic Beaudet, Executive & Career Coaching, Performance Coaching, Stress 
Reduction, Career & Life Transitions, was on Raymond’s team at MF&WF

(continued on next pages)



✔

"Raymond is one of the top freelancers I had the pleasure to work with at North 
Jersey Media Group. He created the photo/guessing game column, Where in 
Montclair?, and consistently delivered compelling and quality images on a weekly 
basis. In addition to the column, we hired him for freelance news and feature 
assignments. Raymond was always professional and dependable, making for a great 
collaboration over several years."
— Teresa Akersten, Publicist: TV, Radio & Digital. Was (formerly Managing Editor, 
and) Raymond’s Manager at The Montclair Times

"I worked with Raymond Helfrich for several years when I was community editor at 
The Montclair Times and he was a regular freelancer there. His weekly feature, 
“Where in Montclair?” was a photo guessing game that gave readers a chance to 
identify views around Montclair. Raymond has an knack for seeing the familiar in a 
fresh way, and for noticing things we look at every day and simply don’t see at all. As 
someone who’s involved in activities and organizations around town, he also provided 
many enterprise photos of life and events in Montclair. Raymond was reliable and 
always attentive to deadline, making him one of our top freelancers."
— Elizabeth Oguss, Formerly Community Editor and then Managing Editor, was 
Raymond’s Manager at The Montclair Times

(continued on next pages)



✔

"While you can learn almost any skill, attitude and personality are difficult to learn. 
Raymond has a terrific attitude, wonderful personality and great work ethic. I was 
privileged to work with Ray for many years in a very high pressure, Wall Street 
atmosphere. Ray was able to bring his calm confidence to bear on many tricky 
situations. He has great people skills. My wife and I really enjoyed his warm 
hospitality & great service at Nauna's also. I would certainly look forward to working 
together with him again or dining wherever he worked. He would be an asset to any 
organization."
— Mike Schatzberg, Vice President, Salomon Brothers, was a client of Raymond’s, at
Salomon Brothers, then worked directly with Raymond at Salomon Inc; then was also 
a customer of Raymond’s at Nauna’s 

"Raymond is a natural. He has the capability to hit the ground running in any 
circumstance and excels from there. His wide-ranging successful experience is 
testament to his versatile capabilities. I had the pleasure of working with Raymond at 
a high-pressure Wall Street firm (Salomon Brothers), and saw his effective and
creative problem solving paired with his friendly and collaborative spirit. He is a 
master of making things right, with a smile!"
— Wayne Torman, Director of Outsourcing Program Execution at Invensys, worked 
directly with Raymond at Salomon Brothers

(continued)
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R a y m o n d  H e l f r i c h

Gregarious, quick thinking, multi-tasking hospitality project manager
seeking to leverage customer service & staff-leading experience...

to make you money and help you sleep better at night!

Telephone Raymond  

9 7 3 . 9 5 1 . 8 4 9 9

e-mail Raymond

r a y m o n d . i s . m r . h o s p i t a l i t y      @gmail.com  

Network with Raymond

l i n k e d i n . c o m / i n / r a y m o n d h e l f r i c h    

✔

http://linkedin.com/in/raymondhelfrich
http://linkedin.com/in/raymondhelfrich
mailto:raymond.is.mr.hospitality@gmail.com
mailto:raymond.is.mr.hospitality@gmail.com
http://about.me/raymondhelfrich

